TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

HARDWARE

Connectivity  Bluetooth Smart (Bluetooth 4.0)
Battery        Rechargeable lithium (non-removable)
Charging       Connects to your computer with micro-USB cable
Processor      ARM 9
Camera         High speed infrared camera
Audio          Recording and play back of audio is handled by your companion device
Color          Livescribe 3: Black & Chrome
                 Livescribe 3 Pro Edition: Black & Dark Chrome
Size & Weight  Length: 162.0 mm (6.38 in.)
                 Width: 14.9 mm (0.59 in.)
                 Weight: 34 grams (1.2 oz.)
Ink Cartridge  Tungsten carbide ballpoint ink cartridge
                 67 mm length x 2.35 mm diameter
                 NOTE: ink cartridges used for Sky™/Echo™/Pulse™ smartpens will not fit the Livescribe 3 smartpen

LIVESCRIBE +
The Livescribe+ mobile app pairs with your Livescribe 3 smartpen to instantly sync everything you write on paper directly onto your iPhone or iPad.

- Review your notes in Page view or in the Feed where they are sorted into smaller, useful snippets of information
- Notes can be searched, tagged and converted into text
- Use handwritten notes to create tasks, reminders, calendar events, new contacts and more
- Add photos, text notes and pencasts to your notes
- Create shareable PDFs of any content from the app

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

- A Bluetooth® Smart Ready mobile device running iOS 7 or newer:
  - iPhone® 4S (or newer), iPad® 3rd generation (or newer),
  - iPad mini (or newer), or iPod touch® 5th generation (or newer)
- USB power source for charging (computer or power adapter)
- Livescribe Dot Paper
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